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ABSTRACT
The term Big data has gaining more importance as more real time applications are deployed by using big
data tools and technology. The 3V are in big data described as velocity, and variety. The volume is generated
continuously from millions of devices and applications. The generated information is processed very fast to
get instant results. The big data is in variety of format like structured, unstructured and heterogeneous. In this
paper, we have discussed the some papers that use the Hadoop as a big data analytic tool for implementation.
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INTRODUCTION
The big data term is defined as large growing data sets include various heterogeneous formats such as
structured, unstructured and semi-structured data [1]. Because of this, we can say that traditional data
manipulation tools are not so efficient to handle such a large data. In case of big data, it is a complex data in
nature and requires a very powerful tools, technologies and advanced algorithms [2]. Therefore in literature
we have studied some papers which describe Hadoop technology.

A. Frequent Pattern Mining with Hadoop on Cloud [3]:
The data mining tasks plays important role to discover the knowledge from large data set as big data grows
day by day and to deal with such a large data becomes a challenge. The examples are frequent pattern mining,
association rule mining, sequential pattern mining and structured pattern mining etc. Along with data mining
technique, the Hadoop framework is used for distributed storage and computation. The Hadoop design is
capable to scale up a single machine to thousands of machines. In Hadoop , Google MapReduce technique is
used  for various operation in a Hadoop cluster [4]. Sanket Thakare et al. [3], proposed the PrePost algorithm
for frequent itemsets. This algorithm uses N-list data structure for representation of itemsets.To increase the
efficiency of the Prepost algorithm the itemset are generated without generation of candidate item sets and it is
implemented with Hadoop to improve its performance. The main steps are as follows:

1. The input to Hadoop is data file. The input file is divided into chunks i. e fixed size blocks and chunks
are mapped into data node available in Hadoop cluster. The number of items in a every block is
counted by data node. After that, according to the counting all items are arranged in descending order.
In the next, the reducer will combine all data node and F1 list is generated.

2. The generated F1 list mapping is done on different DataNode with the distributed cache and FIM1 list
is generated

3. By taking FIM1 list as a input, compressed tree is formed, named as PPC tree.
4. Post-order traversal and pre traversal is used to determine post order and pre order accordingly.
5. The post-order and pre-order rank of each node generate N - list for each node in the tree.
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Figure 1 Frequent Pattern Mining with Hadoop
Sanket Thakare et al. [3], have implemented the PrePost algorithm on the Hadoop and increased the efficiency
by using general Tree method to reduce the time required for generating PPC tree. In future scope they
suggested that the Improved PrePost algorithm will work for real time data processing. The framework like
Apache Spark, Apache storm, Cloudera - Impala can be used to implement the algorithm with in-stream data
processing.

B. A Developers perspective for Hadoop, HDFS and MapReduce[5]
Mohd Rehan Ghazi et al. [5],provided the relationship of cloud computing with Hadoop and comparison of
Hadoop architecture for JobTracker, TaskTracker, NameNode, DataNode and Secondary NameNode in detail.

a) Hadoop and cloud computing
The Google, Facebook enterprises processes on user demands and queries. In a every hour millions and
billions of queries and requests are served. Therefore, it is very important that to take advantage of cloud
computing for reducing cost and improving performance. The Apache Hadoop gives the effective cloud
deployable solutions for successful migrating to the cloud. The organization uses the Linux server and cloud
computing to get scalability and availability. The Linux servers and cloud computing together supplying the
ideal framework for analyzing and processing Big Data and it will help to reduce cost of hardware and
software. As Hadoop is preferred choice in open source cloud computing community for big data processing.
The result of this is cloud computing with Apache Hadoop becomes interesting topic in the next milestone of
the IT industry8.

b) Architecture of Hadoop
The Hadoop consists of five different daemons as follows:

 NameNode
 DataNode,
 Secondary NameNode,
 JobTracker and
 TaskTracker

The NameNode and DataNode are used under the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) layer. The
JobTracker and TaskTracker are capable to keep track of executable job under MapReduce layer. The Hadoop
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consists of multiple slave nodes and a master node. The master node runs the master daemons for each layer
like NameNode for the HDFS storage layer, and JobTracker for the MapReduce processing layer. The residual
machines will run the slave daemons.

Figure 2 Hadoop Architecture
Table 1. Hadoop Layers

S.No Daemon Description

1 Hadoop
Distributed File
System (HDFS)

1) Providing reliable, scalable and fault tolerant data storage on commodity hardware

2) It closely works with MapReduce and distributing storage and computation across
large clusters by combining storage resources

3) Accepts data like text, images, videos, etc and automatically optimizes for high
bandwidth streaming.

2 NameNode 1) It runs on master node

2) Capable to Store and manage metadata about the file system

3) Controls the slave DataNode daemons to execute the I/O tasks

3 DataNode 1) It stores data blocks and service read/write requests on files stored on HDFS

2) Provide reliability and high availability as per the configuration by replicating
blocks

3) Replicated blocks are distributed across the cluster to provide rapid computation

4 MapReduce 1) Programming model or a software framework used in Apache Hadoop

2) Provided for writing applications which process and analyze large data sets in
parallel on large multinode clusters of commodity hardware in a scalable, reliable and
fault tolerant manner

3) Data analysis and processing uses two different steps namely, Map phase and
Reduce phase
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5 JobTracker 1) Runs on master node and monitors

2) Locates TaskTracker on slave nodes and submits the jobs to TaskTracker on slave
nodes

3) Allocate appropriate jobs to the particular TaskTracker depending upon how many
free task slots are available

6 TaskTracker 1) Runs on slave nodes of a cluster.

2) Accepts jobs from JobTracker and executes MapReduce operations

To process huge and unstructured datasets, Hadoop MapReduce paradigm and HDFS becomes popular tool.
Hadoop MapReduce programming paradigm and HDFS are increasingly being used for processing large and
unstructured data sets. Hadoop enables interacting with the MapReduce programming model by hiding the
complexity of deploying, configuring and running the software components in the public or private cloud and
also enables users to understand the data processing and analyzing.

C. Study of Big data and Hadoop in security perspective [6]
B. Saraladevi et al. [6], has discussed the big data information and characteristics used in world  along with
security perspective to increase the security in big data. To store, manage and distribute big data across several
nodes, the Hadoop platform is used. Some of big data issues are as follows:

Table 2: Big Data Issues
S. No issue Description

1 Management issue
[7]

1) Structured, Semi structured and unstructured data collection from various
Organization, Government sector and Private and Public Administration

2) Ensuring a high data quality, data ownership, responsibilities, standardization,
documentation and accessibility of data set

2 Storage issues 1) It occurred in large set of sensor information like media, videos, E-business
transaction records, Cell Phone.

2) IBM, Netapp, Amazon handles a data in a Large volume. The tools like NoSQL,
Apache Drill, Hadoop, Map reduce, Grid Gain are used.

3 Processing issues Big data size in Petabyte, Exabyte and Zettabyte either in Batch Processing or
Stream Processing

4 Security issues 1) Huge amount of private data stored in a database which is not encrypted or in
regular format

2) The data security in presence of untrusted people is more difficult at the time of
moving from homogeneous data to the Heterogeneous data.

3) Attacks in the data storage like Denial of Service ,Snoofing attack and Brute
Force attack

4) As the Storage of data increases from single tier to Multi storage tier then
security tier must also be increased.

5)To reduce these issues cryptographic Framework techniques and robust
algorithm must be developed in order to enhance the security of data for future
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CONCLUSION
We have studied the papers that provide the description of big data analytic tools and technology i.e Hadoop.
There are three different types of paper. The first one gives the idea about cloud computing and Hadoop with
data mining technique. The second method described the Hadoop in respective of developers view and last
one presented the security issues raised in Hadoop while handling big data.
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